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Droplette: A Platform Technology to Directly Deliver Nucleic
Acid Therapeutics and Other Molecules into Cells and Deep
into Tissue Without Transfection Reagents

Bao Lin Quek, Rathi L. Srinivas, and Madhavi P. Gavini

Abstract

Droplette (US 9,700,686 B2 and PCT/US2016/035695) is the first portable and contact-free transder-
mal technology comprising the unique combination of a piezoelectric transducer and a pneumatic dia-
phragm pump to deliver large biomolecules including nucleic acid therapeutics (NATs) deep into cells, and
into skin and soft tissue for effective delivery over short timescales. The droplets that come out of the device
are 10–50� smaller upon impact than what is created through other commercial atomizers, such as the
piezoelectric transducer alone. This device has been tested extensively in vitro, in vivo and in IRB approved
human studies. The Droplette device delivers metered doses using a water droplet dispersal technology
already commonly used in humidifier devices, by utilizing a piezoelectric material. Three key innovations
make this device technically novel and tailored specifically for both field and lab use: (1) The combination of
the piezo and pump to generate sub-micron drug-loaded droplets that penetrate cells, skin, and soft tissue
to effectively deliver a range of large molecules, proteins, and nucleic acids. (2) Their assembly in a modular
manner which enables portability, safe sterilization, and ejection without direct device-surface contact or
significant force, allowing for improved safety and ease of use in both research and clinical settings. (3) The
integration of a single-use, sterile cartridge that contains a therapeutic formulation and allows easy
integration of a large number of molecules. The platform has broad applications across multiple fields,
such as delivery of drugs for inflammatory skin diseases, antibiotics for skin infections, and gene delivery for
gene therapy and biomedical research. In this chapter, we briefly introduce the Droplette delivery technol-
ogy, instructions for building your own setup (note that fully built devices are available for purchase from
Droplette, Inc), and provide protocols for directly transfecting adherent cell cultures and for direct in vivo
transfection using the Droplette system without the need for traditional transfection reagents or methods.
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1 Introduction

Droplette employs fluid physics to enable delivery of large mole-
cules to areas of the dermis or superficial subcutaneous tissues and
inside cells. The technology works by generating an enhanced mist
in a transitional flow that is composed of many sub-micron droplets
delivered via low-pressure acceleration towards areas of the cell/
tissue surface (not a single needle-point). The resultant mist is
low-pressure and gentle and is suitable for inflamed or open skin,
while ensuring coverage of the area. Delivery through Droplette
allows molecules to pass the stratum corneum; in ex vivo tissues,
>100 kDa proteins have been delivered up to 2 mm in depth to the
basal cell layer using the device. Small molecules such as vancomy-
cin are delivered through the skin layers into the plasma in both rat
and porcine models with intact skin. The technical novelty of this
device lies in the addition of a pump system to deliver the droplets
generated by a piezoelectric transducer with increased velocity
(Fig. 1—device fluid path). The transducer cavitates the fluid to
form uniform and monodisperse droplets ejected in a turbulent
flow regime. The diaphragm pump then introduces force at an
angle perpendicular to the flow, which reduces shear force on the
droplets and accelerates their velocity, preventing coalescence of the
droplets and inducing their breakup into even smaller sub-micron
droplets that are capable of penetrating cells/skin with high speed
(Fig. 2 shows droplet size reduction). At the same time, these
individual droplets do not generate significant force upon impact
with skin in comparison to needle-free jets or commercial aerosols.

Fig. 1 Rendering of the underside of Droplette with a zoom-in on the fluid path of the device. When fluid hits
the piezoelectric plate, cavitation turns it into a mist that has turbulent flow properties and droplet sizes of
about ~10–50 μm. This mist is sucked into a pump system which then further reduces the droplet size by
10–50� upon impact with a surface
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For example, a needle-free jet injector hits the skin with a focused
jet at a speed of 10–100 m/s and incises the skin, while the Dropl-
ette aerosol hits the skin at ~1 m/s and moves past the stratum
corneum but does not cause any structural changes in the skin. This
has been verified by examination of tissues after Droplette delivery
which show no damage or structural changes. The major innova-
tion of the device therefore enables droplets to retain velocity and
structure, allowing them to safely penetrate skin and soft tissue, and
to rapidly cover a surface area.

1.1 Characteristics

of Droplette Output

The Droplette device is a discrete, handheld, battery operated unit.
The functional components within the device are described in the
methods, but broadly include a piezoelectric transducer and pump
held at a set geometry within a clamshell housing. They are con-
trolled via a 2-layer printed circuit board (PCB) containing a volt-
age booster, and an inductor attached to a button that extrudes past
the clamshell housing for easy on/off. The PCB with attachments
can be fabricated using standard methods. An 850 mAH battery is
used to power the PCB and to ensure that the pump and piezo are
operated simultaneously. Droplette generates a fine low-pressure
mist in a unique transitional flow regime by combining a piezoelec-
tric transducer (~100 kHz) with a diaphragm or rotary vane pump
(pump flow rate of ~0.9 L/min). The device is loaded with fluid
under a viscosity of 5 cp. The piezoelectric technology used in the
product is already used in other commercially available medical
devices, and is demonstrated to produce consistent spray pattern,
plume geometry, droplet size distribution, and particle size. There
are two key fluid physics dimensionless numbers that describe the
fine mist produced by Droplette, providing evidence for the mech-
anism by which droplet breakup occurs upon impact with a surface.
The Weber number (We) is the ratio of inertial forces to surface
tension. When inertia dominates over surface tension, there is

Fig. 2 (a) Fluorescent image showing droplet size upon impaction using a standard off-the-shelf piezoelectric
mister. Droplets are aqueous and filled with fluorescein to enable visualization. (b) Fluorescent image showing
droplet size upon impaction using Droplette device. In both cases, the scale bar is 10 μm
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droplet breakup in a fluid. The Reynolds number (Re) is the ratio of
inertial forces to viscous forces. When Re exceeds 1, conditions are
met for transition from laminar to turbulent flow. For a typical
Droplette output of water, the Weber number is on the order of
1.5 and the Reynolds number is on the order of 30. Previous
studies have established that if the WeRe0.5 exceeds 1, droplet
breakup can occur via splashing on the surface [1, 2].

Unlike needle-free jet injectors that apply parallel pressure
behind aerosols to increase aerosol flow rate so as to puncture the
skin with high force, Droplette pressurizes aerosols in a manner
that is perpendicular to the direction of flow. Droplette delivery is
gentle, and the output force is so low that it does not register on
standardized pressure tests. Additionally, user and animal testing
has demonstrated that delivery is painless. The pump system used in
the Droplette device also changes the area of delivery relative to
using misters or other aerosols that do not have the same type of
bulk airflow or boundary layer formation. The delivery radius is
1–1.5 cm.

1.2 Summary

of Studies Done Using

Droplette

See Table 1.

1.3 Droplette

Delivery Deep into

Cells and Tissues

The Droplette device is capable of delivering its payload deep into
whole tissues, which provides a significant advantage over other
transfection methods such as lipofection and viral transduction, as
the payload is able to reach unexposed cells within the internal
regions of the tissue instead of being sponged up by the cells on
the surface of the tissue. For example, Droplette was used to
successfully transfect cells in 5–8 cell layer thick in vitro tissue
models (EpiOcular™, MatTek Corp., data provided by
Dr. Pulakat, Tufts Medical Center) with GFP transfection vector.
The vector was delivered deep into the tissue and was able to elicit
GFP expression. Droplette has also been used to deliver Cas9
mRNA into MatTek EpiVaginalFT tissues, a 3D tissue model
cultured from normal, human-derived vaginal epithelial and den-
dritic cells, including VEC cells and a fibroblast-containing lamina
propria, and in which its highly differentiated structure parallels
in vivo vaginal epithelial tissue. Significantly, tissues that have been
treated with Droplette look healthy and intact with no cell death
observed, despite the delivery of large molecules deep into the
tissue. Droplette is capable of achieving delivery depths hard to
attain using other transfection methods and can also be used for
direct in vivo delivery with minimal damage to the target tissue.
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Table 1
Summary of preclinical/bench testing performed and planned

Description Method summary Result summary

Delivery of plasmid into H9c2
cells and cardiac tissue

Droplette was used to transfect
H9c2 cardiomyoblast cells, and
in vitro tissue models
(EpiOcular™, MatTek Corp.)
that are 5–8 cell layers thick,
with GFP expression vectors.
Data provided by Dr. Pulakat,
Tufts Medical Center.

Droplette delivered 5.15 MDa
GFP expression plasmid which
retained molecular weight and
functionality in both H9c2
cardiomyoblast cell line and
in vitro multi-layer tissue
model (EpiOcular™, MatTek
Corp).

Delivery of a wound healing
peptide, NP-6A (780 Da) into
a lesion in a diabetic (ZDF) rat
model to show that Droplette
can safely deliver large peptides
into wounds [3]

The peptide was diluted (in sterile
saline) at a concentration of
300 nM and delivered through
the device daily for 5 days. This
study was repeated in healthy
lean female rats (Zucker Lean)
with a standardized skin punch
for 4 days of treatment. Studies
led by Dr. Pulakat under
IACUC oversight at University
of Missouri, Columbia

This pilot study indicates that
peptide drugs delivered
through the device retain their
pharmacological functionality,
the device causes no skin
disruption (crucial for
treatment exemption), and
that it can effectively deliver
large drugs into skin. After
4 days of treatment, the
average wound size in
untreated animals was
19.16 mm2 (2.00 mm2 STD),
compared to an average
wound size of 11.36 mm2

(2.77 mm2 STD) in animals
treated with NP-6A through
Droplette. In all cases, visual
observation of animals
demonstrated lack of any
flinching in response to
Droplette delivery

First-in-human (FIH) testing
was conducted using four
volunteer case-control subjects

Droplette administration of 50 μL
of distilled water to the hand
region continuously for
30 s vs. topical administration of
100 μL of distilled water to a
corresponding hand region.
Both hand regions were blotted
dry 5 s post-administration.
Hydration was assessed by visual
inspection and with a
Corneometer CM825 device

At 24 h, no discoloration or
discomfort was reported in
either group. Hydration was
increased 58.7% on average
when water was administered
by Droplette, versus 22.8% in
the control (topically
administered water) group.

No subjects reported any
discomfort or adverse effects
within the 24-h follow-up
period, and they described
Droplette spray as feeling like a
slightly cool mist
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1.3.1 Example

Application 1: Transfecting

Adherent Cell Cultures

Using Droplette

As an example of how our technology can be used, we will be
describing the direct delivery of plasmid DNA into HEK293FT
adherent cell cultures without the use of transfection reagents. We
are showing direct transfection of DNA into cells, tissues, and
in vivo animal tissue, as this is the most stringent test of our
technology. However, you may use other materials of interest,
including DNA, RNA, proteins, small molecules, etc. Note that
while we have not yet found an upper size limitation for our
technology (we have successfully delivered materials up to
5.3 MDa in MW), we are limited by viscosity; ideally the viscosity
of the solution to be delivered should be as close to water as
possible.

1.3.2 Example

Application 2: In Vivo

Droplette Delivery of DNA

in Mice

In this example, we will be describing the direct delivery of DNA
into in vivo mouse tissue. We have recent data on successful direct
delivery of DNA into mouse skin, and active research is underway
to optimize Droplette for this application. In this example, we will
be delivering plasmid DNA into the right flanks of mice [4] via
Droplette.

2 Materials

2.1 Droplette Device

Fixture (with

Components

Necessary to Build Out

in Different Forms)

1. Retort stands with clamps (VWR 241-5121 and VWR
241-0019) or a 3-D printed clamshell fixture that components
described below can sit inside. We have provided figures of
three possible setups which range in complexity (Figs. 3 and 4).

2. Pneumatic diaphragm pump (Gardner-Denver 3013-0294).
See Fig. 5.

3. External 18 V DC Power Supply & alligator cables (Tekpower
TP1803D, see Note 1).

4. 850 mAh Battery (Jauch).

5. Mesh flow-through piezoelectric transducer & driver (Nanjing
Hanzhou Technologie, YT-108, see Note 2).

6. Non-reactive hard plastic or glass tube with outer diameter
2.5 cm/inner diameter 2 cm. We recommend 3-D printing in
polylactic acid (PLA) or acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS).
See Fig. 6.

7. Sample Platform (DRILLPRO TSZYmall2798).

8. Aquaseal FD Repair Adhesive (Gearaid 10110).

9. O-ring, round, Silicone rubber 11/16 ID, 13/16 OD
(Mcmaster-Carr 1173N017).

10. Wire stripper.

11. Fluorescein (or similar fluorescent dye) to ensure device
operation.
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2.2 Reagents

for Transfection

in Cells and Animals

1. 2 μg/μL solution of pKL490 plasmid DNA in nuclease-free
water (see Note 3).

2. HEK293FT cell culture media: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Media (DMEM) + 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) + 1% nones-
sential amino acids (NEAA) + 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(P/S) (see Note 4).

3. DMEM-only, with no additives added.

4. DMEMwith 2� additives added, i.e., DMEM + 20% FBS + 2%
NEAA + 2% P/S.

Fig. 3 (a) Photo of an example lab bench assembly of Droplette using retort stands and clamps to hold
components in appropriate orientation. Primary components are labeled. Assembling the device this way
provides maximum flexibility to change distances and heights relative to the substrate. (b) CAD rendering of an
open module fixture where components are screwed into place to retain optimal orientation for delivery. The
size of the fixture is flexible and adaptable with a PCB/battery to provide power for operating components. The
mist emerges on the bottom of the fixture which is open and compatible with various substrates for delivery.
(c) A schematic of components of the PCB
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Fig. 4 (a) Left cross-section of Droplette components inside a closed system using clamshell shaped plastic
fixtures. In this view, the piezo cartridge, pump, and battery are labeled. Components are held in place using
screws and/or plastic features in the housing that physically immobilize them. (b) Right cross section of
Droplette components inside a closed system using clamshell shaped plastic fixtures. This view shows one
potential orientation for the PCB and demonstrates the exit area for the mist. (c) Exploded view of Droplette
assembly which shows the position of a button actuator as well as the side views of the plastic components
required to create the closed version of the device. The PCB, pump, and piezoelectric transducer are also
visible in this view. Here, the battery would be behind the PCB

Fig. 5 Close-up view of the pneumatic diaphragm pump used in this system with inlets and outlets labeled by
their function. The pump has one nozzle which sucks in the mist and another one which expels it with a bulk
airflow of 0.9 L/min. The mist is compressed inside using a diaphragm which opens and closes as fluid moves
through it
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5. 1 mg/mL PEI Max 40K transfection reagent dissolved in
water, adjusted to pH 7.0 and filter-sterilized with a 0.22 μm
filter.

6. 1.25 mg/mL solution of EndoFree plasmid DNA in nuclease-
free water.

3 Methods

3.1 Droplette Device

Overview

The Droplette device delivers metered doses using a water droplet
dispersal technology already commonly used in respiratory gas
humidifier devices, by utilizing a piezoelectric material. Notably,
systems using the same aerosolization mechanism are already com-
mercially available over the counter (OTC) and are widely recog-
nized to have an excellent safety profile with minimal inhalation
risk. Voltage inputs to the individual components in the device
described here can either come from two separate power adapters
that both plug into the wall or by using a single battery which is
fitted onto a 2-layer printer circuit board (PCB) containing a
voltage booster and inductor to ensure proper operating power
through the device.

1. Droplette main components: As described in Subheading 1.1,
the Droplette device has two key electromechanical

Fig. 6 CAD rendering of a PLA or FDM component which could be used to create
the piezo cartridge. This shape may be more complex depending on the shape of
the opening in the plastic fixture that a user may choose to create
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components which allow effective delivery into tissue and cells.
Figure 1 is a schematic which shows the fluid path through the
device: Fluid (that is similar in viscosity and density to water)
makes contact with the piezoelectric transducer which has a
mesh that acts similar to a sieve.

2. Droplets formation: When current runs through the crystal, the
piezoelectric transducer oscillates at its resonant frequency,
pushing the fluid through the mesh and creating a mist that
emerges on the other side of the element. The droplets in the
resulting mist are based on the size of the pore in the mesh;
while the mesh pore size can be customized, the device typically
uses mesh pore sizes between 3 and 5 μm in diameter. As the
mist travels away from the piezoelectric transducer, in the
absence of a pump, the droplets in the mist will grow larger
as droplets begin to coalesce. Additionally, there will be pool-
ing as the mist touches the skin or tissue surface.

3. Droplets size reduction: The Droplette device uses a unique
pneumatic diaphragm pump to accelerate the droplets and
reduce their size further as they touch the skin, enabling deeper
penetration. The pump has two nozzles: an inlet which sucks
mist inside as seen in Fig. 1 and an outlet which expels the mist
at a flow rate of ~0.9 L/min. The added acceleration from the
pump as well as the mechanism of expelling the droplets leads
to droplet size reduction as the mist hits the skin surface via
splash (see Subheading 1.1 for detailed discussion about Rey-
nolds number and Weber number of resulting mist). The smal-
ler droplets can penetrate skin, tissue, and enter cells due to
their size as well as their speed.

4. Fluid delivery: In order to initiate the fluid delivery protocol,
both the piezoelectric transducer and the pump should be
turned on simultaneously. Most studies we have performed
utilize a 30–60 s dispense time although this can be optimized
as the user sees fit.

5. Device operation and sterilization: Common operating para-
meters are displayed in Tables 2 and 3. Components of the
device can be sterilized through running 70% ethanol solution
in between uses. It has been verified that the device compo-
nents are comprised of chemically inert substances that do not
interact with the small molecules intended for delivery through
the device. Aqueous drug solutions are metered by the user and
placed into the piezo-containing vessel prior to dispense. The
fluid loop system consists of a non-reactive plastic container.
Until the time of usage, the drug should be stored in a vial as it
would otherwise be kept. Any dilutions necessary will be per-
formed by the user as per their standard procedures.
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3.2 Droplette Device

Assembly

1. The procedure described here can be used to build a benchtop
version of the Droplette technology that is adaptable for use
across a range of biological delivery applications. Figure 3a and
b show three different approaches to assembling the system:
either using lab-retort stands and clamps to orient the major
components (where components plug directly into the wall) or
by fabricating a plastic fixture in polylactic acid (PLA) or acry-
lonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) using a 3-D printer and/or a
single 2-layer PCB (Circuit Hub) which provides power to
both components. The advantage to using a PCB is the ability
to integrate other components such as a button, an integrated
chip (IC) with Bluetooth capability for data recording, LEDs
to monitor usage, and compatibility with an inductive charger.
The two functional components in the Droplette device are
(1) the piezoelectric transducer and (2) the pneumatic dia-
phragm pump. These components need to be oriented such
that the mist coming out of the piezoelectric transducer is
caught by the airflow of the pneumatic diaphragm pump to
optimize delivery into cells and tissues. See Figure 4 for orien-
tation of the components required for successful delivery. A
schematic of components in the PCB is shown in Fig. 3c:
Briefly, the PCB contains an IC which has Bluetooth capability.
The pins on the IC are also used to control various components
(such as the battery and pump). There is a voltage booster
which uses a charged lithium ion battery to provide sufficient
current to drive the piezo and the pump. The piezo requires
oscillating current input with a peak to peak voltage of 50–80 V
to effectively operate at resonant frequency of ~100 kHz to
dispense the mist: one way to generate the piezo driver is
labeled on Fig. 3c which uses an inductor-based circuit to

Table 2
Default manufacturer specifications for piezoelectric transducer

Parameter Min Mode Max Unit

Peak to peak voltage 60 75 80 V

Frequency 100 108 115 kHz

On time 15 30 90 s

Table 3
Default manufacturer specifications for the pump

Parameter Min Mode Max Unit

Drive voltage 6 12 17 V DC

Air flow 0.9 L/min
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drive the piezo. A square or sine wave driver could be used as
well. The pump is driven at 12 V using the same voltage
booster. Using firmware on the IC, the settings for both the
piezo and the pump can be changed.

2. Prior to assembling the individual components into the fixture
described above, it is necessary to provide power to the piezo-
electric transducer using the manufacturer-provided driver and
to then immobilize the piezoelectric transducer into a cartridge
which can be used to hold the liquid that will be dispensed
during delivery. The driver is compatible with the power out-
put from the battery which can then be boosted up to the
desired voltage using an inductor or with an AC voltage input
from a wave-generator. The maximum operating power of the
transducer is 2.5 A. It is highly recommended to integrate the
components on the driver along with the PCB (which already
connects) to the battery so that the piece can be readily assem-
bled into the cartridge.

3. Use the aquaseal and hard plastic tubing to assemble the piezo
cartridge. The rubber gasket surrounding the piezo can be
removed prior to applying the adhesive. The piece can then
be directly assembled and reinforced into the hollow plastic or
glass tube. See Fig. 6 for orientation of the piezoelectric trans-
ducer. Gently coat the outermost circumference of the bottom
of the piezo with a layer of the adhesive and place it inside the
tube. Make sure that the wires that attach to the driver are on
the outside before applying any glue. If necessary, it may be
simpler to remove the wire leads from the driver and to solder
them back on after attaching the piezo into the cartridge. It is
important to make sure that the adhesive does not clog or
block the mesh. The top side can then be reinforced with the
adhesive as well. The glue needs 24 h to fully cure. The O-ring
only needs to be used if the connection between the piezo and
the tube seems loose. An alternative approach to assembling
this piezo cartridge is to fixture the piezo in place using FDM
or PLA printed components that are designed using Solid-
works. These pieces can mechanically hold the component in
place and be assembled using four screws.

4. Before continuing, ensure that the piezo cartridge is opera-
tional. This can be achieved using distilled water. Fill the car-
tridge with 0.5–1 mL of the fluid and let it sit for 5 min to
ensure that there are no leaks. Use the driver to turn the
piezoelectric transducer on. It should start misting the water
out as a spray. 0.5–1 mL of water should dispense readily in
30–60 s.

5. Ensure that the pneumatic diaphragm pump works before
assembly. Use the alligator clips that come with the power
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supply to attach the pump leads into the positive and negative
terminals of the power supply. This pump operates ideally
between 6 and 12 V although it will run as high as 17 V.
When the power supply is switched on, the pump should turn
on. Alternatively, this component can also be run using the
power from the battery mounted on the PCB. The pump takes
a direct DC voltage input and can be integrated with a standard
voltage booster circuit to provide sufficient power into the
pump for operation.

6. Clamp the piezoelectric transducer onto one retort stand and
the pump onto the other stand. Orient the pump and the piezo
cartridge such that they are facing each other and are ~45–60�

relative to the horizontal (see Fig. 4). Plug wires into the PCB
or into the respective power sources for the two components.

7. These same components can be fixtured into place using a 3-D
printed or molded fixture and we highly recommend using the
device this way after the initial orienting of components is well
understood by the user. CAD model of two such setups are
shown in Figs. 3b and 4. Figure 3b shows a top-down view of
an open lab fixture where components are immobilized and
there is space to mount a PCB that will provide power to main
components of the device. Figure 4c shows an exploded view of
the device components, PCB, and battery assembled into a
clamshell plastic fixture which then allows the device to become
portable and provides compatibility with using a button to
actuate both the pump and the piezo. In both these cases, the
main components plug directly into the PCB and an IC is
programmed by pin to activate both the pump and the piezo.
The advantage of using these components is that it is also
possible to plug in other functional components such as but-
tons or LEDs. The PCB can also be programmed to be Blue-
tooth compatible for experimental data logging.

3.3 Sample

Preparation for Use

with Droplette

1. The sample platform is height-adjustable for flexible usage with
Droplette when components are fixtured into place inside the
open module or the clamshell closed model, and with the
clamps/retort stand system. For optimal results, the output
of the Droplette system has to be positioned <2 cm away
from the substrate sitting on the platform.

2. Solutions for delivery can be prepared beforehand and stored if
stable. If there are concerns about sterility, a 70% solution of
EtOH can be run through the device to sanitize
it. Alternatively, the modularity of the assembly allows use of
a new piezo cartridge with different solutions.

3.4 Quantifying

Device Performance

Droplet size reduction occurs on impact with a surface rather than
in the air. Therefore, the best way to measure droplet size coming
out of the device is to capture the state of the mist after it has
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impacted a surface. The assay described herein can be used to
measure droplet sizes coming out of the device so that device
parameters may be tuned as necessary or so that parts can be
oriented optimally prior to final fixturing. This test is done using
fluorescein dye although any other fluorescent dye could be used
(see Note 5).

Droplet Test Assay

1. Prepare a master batch of fluorescein dissolved in water. This
can be at a range of concentrations but should be visible under
a standard fluorescent microscope (such as an EVOS) without
saturating the camera sensor while being above the limit of
detection (LOD) of the microscope. We recommend using the
dye at 0.5–1 μg/mL.

2. Create a bath that contains a hydrophobic phase along with a
surfactant that will stabilize any water-in-oil droplets that are
generated and dispensed by the device. Mineral oil will act as
the oil phase and one can use 2–3% Span 80 to stabilize the
droplets.

3. Load the fluorescein solution into the piezo cartridge. Place
the oil/surfactant bath on the platform and adjust the height
such that the device components are about 1–2 cm above the
bath. Turn on the power supply to start the pump first and turn
on the piezo component second.

4. Pipette the droplets in the bath and sandwich them between
two coverslips. Use a microscope to image and photograph the
droplets, and to measure their size. For best resolution, we
recommend using a 20–40� objective although the droplet
compression can be seen at 10�.

5. In our test, the Droplette output resulted in droplets with radii
ranging from 0.37 to 2.1 μm, with an average radius of
0.83 μm. In comparison, a control output using only the
piezoelectric transducer but without the pump being on pro-
duces droplets with a range of 6.85–17.82 μm in radius and an
average radius of 11.5 μm, demonstrating a clear droplet size
reduction using Droplette. See Fig. 2. Also see Note 5.

3.5 Verifying

Functionality

of Biomolecules That

Pass Through

Droplette System

Mass spectrometry can be used to verify that Droplette does not
disrupt the functionality of the molecules that it delivers. We have
conducted mass spectrometry analysis on several small molecules
and biologics of varying sizes before and after passing through the
Droplette system, including peptide Azithromycin (749 Da),
wound healing peptide NP6A (<1 kDa), and insulin
(5.8 + 27 kDa). In all of our studies, the spectrums of the molecules
are unchanged after passing through Droplette, suggesting that
they are not negatively impacted by the device. A sample spectrum
is shown in Fig. 7. Functionality of the molecules in standard lab
assays was also verified. Extremely large molecules such as nucleic
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acids also retain functionality with Droplette delivery. We ran a
DNA solution of pKL490 (an 8.2 kb, >5.3 MDa plasmid expres-
sing mVenus under a Hef1a promoter) through Droplette and
collected the flow-through. We then performed restriction digests
and gel electrophoresis of the flow-through alongside an aliquot of
the same solution collected prior to processing by Droplette.
Although some shearing of the plasmid can be observed with
Droplette delivery, the Droplette sample still clearly exhibits the
same digestion pattern as the control and with clear and distinct
bands, showing that a portion of the plasmid does remain intact.
Droplette is also able to deliver these large plasmids into cells and
tissues with demonstrated functionality. We have successfully deliv-
ered pKL490 through Droplette into HEK293FTs to achieve fluo-
rescence expression showing that the plasmid remains functional.
Notably, this delivery was achieved without the use of any transfec-
tion reagents or other previously known physical manipulation
methods, demonstrating that the Droplette spray itself is sufficient
to directly deliver plasmid DNA into cells. Likewise, we have been
able to deliver TK312 RNA, an mVenus-expressing replicon RNA,
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Fig. 7 Sample mass spectrometry traces showing that Droplette does not alter the structure of biological
molecules that pass through it. (a) Trace taken of a sample of NP-6A4 solution prior to passing through the
device. (b) Trace taken of a sample of NP-6A4 collected after passing through the device demonstrating
identical spectrum. Data and image provided by Dr. Pulakat, Tufts Medical Center
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directly into HEK293FTs without transfection reagents. Further-
more, nucleic acid-lipofection reagent complexes and AAV also
retain functionality with Droplette delivery.

3.6 Example Use

Case 1: Transfecting

Adherent Cell Cultures

Using Droplette

3.6.1 Seed Adherent

Cells in Petri Dishes

1. On the day before the transfection experiment, seed
HEK293FT cells in 35 mm petri dishes containing
HEK293FT cell culture medium so that they will be at ~70%
confluency at the time of the experiment (see Note 6).

2. Incubate overnight at 37 �C, 5% CO2.

3.6.2 Prepare DNA

Master Mix

for DNA-Receiving

Samples

1. Make a master mix of 50 μg/mL DNA in DMEM-only (see
Note 7):

[25 μL of 2 μg/μL DNA solution + 975 μL DMEM-
only] * (no. of samples + 1 for pipetting discrepancies).

3.6.3 Negative Control 1. Aspirate cell culture medium from 35 mm petri dishes, and
gently pipet in 1 mL DMEM-only.

2. Gently pipet in 1 mL DMEM with 2� additives into the petri
dish. This will yield the same final concentration as cell culture
media. Swirl gently to mix and return the plate to the
incubator.

3.6.4 Droplette Delivery 1. Droplette delivery using a closed module of Droplette demon-
strated in Fig. 4.

2. Pipet 1 mL of the 50 μg/mL DNA master mix into the reser-
voir of the Droplette device.

3. Aspirate cell culture media from a 35 mm petri dish.

4. Bring the dish up to the Droplette device, resting the rim of the
dish against the concave surface of the device where the aerosol
output exits the device (see Note 8). This can be adapted for
open modules or for components that are fixtured using a
retort stand as well.

5. Press the operation button(s) for the Droplette device to start
dispensing the DNA solution for cell transfection. During the
course of dispensing, move/rotate the petri dish relative to the
device so that the Droplette output can be focused on all areas
of the petri dish evenly as opposed to concentrating on one
spot. Make sure to spray the cells directly, without the accumu-
lating media in the dish occluding the cells from the direct
device output (see Note 9). The device is set to dispense
500 μL per 30 s run, so it will take two runs to dispense the
1 mL of solution in the device reservoir.

6. Gently pipet in 1 mL DMEM with 2� additives into the petri
dish. Swirl gently to mix and return the plate to the incubator.
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3.6.5 Incubation

and Analysis

1. Incubate for 48–72 h at 37 �C, 5% CO2.

2. Perform analysis as desired. For this experiment, we first image
the samples using fluorescence microscopy before running flow
cytometry.

3.7 Example Use

Case 2: In Vivo

Droplette Delivery

of Plasmid DNA

into Mice

3.7.1 Shave and Clean

Delivery Site as Needed

If hair removal is required:

1. Remove hair from the delivery site of the mouse by shaving or
using Nair.

2. Clean the site 3 � 3 s using gauze soaked in 70% isopropyl
alcohol.

3.7.2 Stratum Corneum

(SC) Removal as Needed

SC will be removed by sequential tape-stripping, if needed:

1. Apply a D-squame sampling tape strip onto the delivery site.

2. Compress with fingertips for 5 s before rapid removal.

3. Repeat tape application, compression, and rapid removal in
alternated stripping direction as needed (see Note 10).

3.7.3 Droplets Delivery 1. Anesthetize mouse using your preferred anesthesia method
(1–4% isoflurane recommended).

2. Lay the anesthetized mouse on its left side, with its right flank/
delivery site exposed facing upwards.

3. Pipet the materials to be delivered into the Droplette piezo
cartridge. In this example, we will be administering a single
dose of 1 mL of 1.25 mg/mL Endofree DNA solution per site
(see Note 11).

4. Bring the Droplette device output as close to the right flank/
spray site as possible by lowering position of components on
retort stands or in the fixture; ideally, the distance from the
device output to the spray site is �100.

5. Press the operation button for the Droplette device to start
dispensing the DNA solution. During the course of dispensing,
move/rotate the device around so that the Droplette output
covers the delivery site evenly as opposed to concentrating on
one spot. Do not allow the DNA solution to pool on top of the
spray site.

6. The device is set to dispense 500 μL per 30 s run, so it will take
two runs to dispense the 1 mL of solution in the device reser-
voir. Gently blot the delivery site dry with a kimwipe in
between runs, especially if pooling of the dispensed solution
occurs.

7. Blot the delivery site dry for a final time after the solution in the
Droplette device has been completely dispensed.
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3.7.4 Mouse Recovery Return the animal back to its cage for recovery. The mouse should
exhibit no abnormal behavior upon regaining consciousness.

3.7.5 Incubation

and Analysis

1. Wait 48–72 h after the last dose of delivery before analysis.

2. Perform analysis as desired. Bioluminescence imaging may be
performed on live animals if the appropriate materials were
delivered. The mice may also be sacrificed to harvest the deliv-
ery site tissues for use in other analysis methods such as fluo-
rescence microscopy, immunohistochemistry, and in situ
hybridization.

4 Notes

1. All components mentioned here can either be plugged into a
standard 2-layer PCB which can be commercially obtained, or
are compatible with power supplies or wave-form generators
that are commercially available. We have provided both ver-
sions of components to make the system compatible with a
battery and to make it portable/handheld if desired. If you
choose to use a battery, it is important to ensure that the power
delivered per dispense cycle is sufficient to maintain an even
flow-rate throughout the dispense.

2. The piezoelectric transducer suggested here is one variation of
a mesh-based piezo. It is possible to build this system using a
range of mesh sizes as well as drivers that are obtained from
alternate manufacturers. See Tables 2 and 3 for more details.

3. pKL490 is an 8.2 kb plasmid expressing mVenus under a Hef1a
promotor. Other plasmids of interests may be used instead.

4. Use the appropriate cell culture media for your cell lines.
OptiMEM may be used instead of serum- and additives-free
media for 2.2.3.

5. The droplet size assay here is also compatible with any dye that
will not photobleach easily and with any oil-in-water two-phase
emulsion system that will stabilize droplets. It is important to
ensure that the concentration of surfactant remains below the
CMC (critical micelle concentration).

6. The Droplette device generates an aerosol that will cause a
plume of spray-off during delivery. Even though the spray-off
is unable to transfect cells unlike the direct output generated by
the device, we would still recommend using petri dishes instead
of well plates to further minimize the risk of any cross contami-
nation and for ease of plate manipulation.

7. We are using 50 μg DNA per 35 mm plate, which is 10� higher
than usual transfections, as Droplette direct DNA delivery is
currently quite inefficient due to aerosol spray-off and DNA
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loss due to shearing damage. At this amount, we observe ~0.1%
transfection efficiency. This efficiency increases with increasing
amounts of DNA used.

8. Droplette was designed to work best at close proximity to its
target delivery areas but without the necessity of direct contact.
With the current setup using 35 mm plates and a clamshell
Droplette model, there is a gap of about 2 cm from the base of
the petri dish to the output nozzle on the Droplette device. To
maximize transfection efficiency, bring the device as close to the
target as possible. With a larger dish such as a 150 mm petri
dish, you may be able to bring the device closer to the adherent
cell culture surface since the handheld Droplette device is
smaller than the dish and the wall of the dish is not obstructing
the device from reaching the cells.

9. As HEK293FTs have a weak adhesion to cell culture plates, the
impact of the Droplette output may cause cells to detach from
the plate. This is normal and expected. The cells will reattach to
the plate within a couple of hours as per plate passaging, albeit
with some clumping. We have not observed increased cell
death due to Droplette delivery. Cell detachment from the
plate may not occur with cell lines such as CHO cells, which
attach very strongly to the cell culture plate.

10. Refer to your approved IACUC for the maximum of times this
procedure can be repeated; eight tape strips per day is a good
starting point as this is the minimum number of strips required
to completely remove the SC without damaging the underly-
ing epidermis.

11. As with Note 7, we are using a larger amount of DNA than
expected due to low efficiency. Adjust the amount used based
on your IACUC delivery limits, frequency of dosing, costs, and
other relevant parameters. This protocol has not been fully
optimized and we are currently uncertain of the optimal dosage
amount and schedule needed for robust in vivo transfection.
Preliminary studies in cell culture suggest that increasing
amounts of DNA along with increased dosing schedule may
increase transfection efficiency; we have had some successes
with dosing mice using a 1.25 mg/mL DNA solution, twice
a day per delivery site over 5 days, for a total of 5 mg DNA/-
mice/day * 5 days ¼ 25 mg/mice total.

Unlike delivery into cells and tissues, we are directly using
solutions of DNA in H2O for the animal experiments since the
solution will be directly sprayed onto mice and no special
medium is needed. PBS may be used instead of H2O if pre-
ferred, but it is unnecessary since the delivery is external, and
only minimal to no H2O will be absorbed by the mouse, and
the use of H2O will not cause any physiological changes.
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